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Abstract. The article deals with the issue o f future teachers ’ training for the spiritual and 
moral development o f primary schoolchildren in the cross-cultural space. The aim o f the article is to 
emphasize the urgent need for the specialists, who are prepared for the spiritual and moral 
development o f primary schoolchildren in the cross-cultural space. The article also provides the 
analysis o f future teachers ’ readiness to meet the expectations and needs o f modern primary 
education. The modern scientific and theoretical studies on the training teachers in high schools for 
the spiritual and moral development o f primary school children in the cross-cultural space are 
researched. The author has revealed a contradiction between the requirements o f the society for the 
necessity o f organizing such kind o f training in professional educational institutions and inadequate 
level o f this training in higher pedagogical educational institutions. The author presupposes that 
possible ways o f future teachers ’ training for the spiritual and moral development o f primary 
schoolchildren can take place during their study in a pedagogical educational institution. It has to be 
mentioned that in the article the author has also analyzed the current state o f this type o f training in 
the universities. The conditions o f the development o f the future teachers ’ readiness for the primary 
schoolchildren’s spiritual and moral development in the cross-cultural space in a higher educational 
institution are also researched. The article reveals the attitude o f students, primary school teachers 
and teachers o f higher educational institutions towards the possible ways o f training for the spiritual 
and moral development o f primary schoolchildren. Factors that have a certain effect on these 
processes have been also identified in the article.

Keywords: professional training, spiritual and moral development o f primary schoolchildren 
in the cross-cultural space, content o f education, theoretical and practical training.

Вступ. Зміни, що відбуваються в суспільстві, зміна пріоритетів в системі соціально- 
педагогічних орієнтацій і відносин визначають нові вимоги до організації та змісту освіти, яка 
покликана стати засобом розвитку духовно-морального та інтелектуального потенціалу нації, 
самовизначення людини в системі соціальних і професійних цінностей.

На основі теоретичного аналізу загальних проблем підготовки педагога до професійної 
діяльності (І. Богданова, І. Зязюн А. Капська, I. Кобиляцький, З. Курлянд, Н. Ничкало, 
В. Сластьонін та ін.) ми приходимо до висновку, що професійно-педагогічна підготовка 
майбутніх педагогів до духовно-морального розвитку молодших школярів в крос-культурному 
просторі являє собою цілеспрямований процес формування системи загальних і спеціальних 
психолого-педагогічних і суспільствознавчих знань, умінь, навичок, здібностей, які в поєднанні 
з високорозвиненими особистісними і професійними якостями забезпечують оптимальні 
результати діяльності за визначеним напрямом. Розглядаючи проблему підготовки студентів до 
духовно-морального розвитку молодших школярів в крос-культурному просторі, ми неминуче 
стикаємося з необхідністю визначення її результату. В реальній практиці якість професійно- 
педагогічної підготовки відображається в готовності випускника вищого навчального закладу 
до здійснення професійної діяльності.

Метою статті є висвітлення нагальної потреби в фахівцях, підготовлених до духовно
морального розвитку молодших школярів в крос-культурному просторі та аналіз готовності 
майбутніх учителів на відповідність очікуванням і потребам сучасної початкової освіти.

Результати дослідження. Готовність майбутнього вчителя до духовно-морального 
розвитку молодших школярів в крос-культурному просторі є актуальною і значущою 
проблемою вищої школи в усі періоди її становлення і розвитку, особливо в сучасних умовах 
глобалізації та інтеграції культур, коли держава орієнтує українські університети не тільки на 
професійну підготовку, а й на розвиток культури особистості, готової до самостійної діяльності 
в новому крос-культурному просторі, до активної взаємодії з представниками інших культур на
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Abstract. Paper is aimed to determine the effect o f transdisciplinary approach on the training 
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Introduction. During the translating/interpreting in scientific and technical domains science is 
considered as a socio-cultural phenomenon; therefore, current scientific problems, goals and tasks are 
caused by a changing context from the point of view of time and space. Modern studies dedicated to 
the translation/interpreting in scientific and technical domains underwent transformations. Now they 
are the subject of psychological, pedagogical and linguistic and technical sciences reflection. The 
integration of innovative knowledge during technical translation is a great challenge to the future 
translators and interpreters. Thus the application of a transdisciplinary approach during the translators' 
and interpreters' training leads to the effective performance of the translation/interpreting in scientific 
and technical domains [1; 5].

Research in the field of anthropology, synergetics, cultural-historical epistemology, and 
complex epistemology (L. Kiaschenko, V. Moiseev (2009), M. Moky (2010), J. Klein (2015),
G. Goeminne (2012)) gave rise to the development of the transdisciplinary approach.

Since the innovative technology in the scientific and technical fields declare about itself in 
various foreign languages, the process of bilateral translation/interpreting in scientific and technical 
domains is considered as a way of categorization and vision of reality. So, for this purpose in the 
philosophy of science the construct of "methodological strategies" is used: not rigid and stable 
instruments of knowledge, but soft and flexible strategies. On the one hand, it makes possible a 
combination of the exact sciences requirements and the introduction of the free discourse of 
psychological, pedagogical, linguistic and technical sciences on the other hand [2; 6].

The category of "scientific discipline" began to emerge in the middle ages; initially it was used 
in three academic fields in which the first universities were to prepare specialists: theology, law, and 
medicine. J. Klein emphasizes that this early professionalization or "disciplinarization of knowledge" 
became a response to the growing demand for professionals, while in the 19th century the emergence 
of new disciplines was caused by the influence of internal factors (changing the education system in 
the context of industrialization and technology development) [3; 4].

Academic disciplines can be considered as a special form of labor division in science and as 
an important aspect of general scientific professionalization. According to the dominant concept the 
labor division is similar to the division of labor in society as a whole. It is one of the defining 
characteristics, which represent a rational approach to the pedagogical system management.
I. Wallerstein characterizes this phenomenon as "the triumph of liberal ideology" [2].

Academic professional associations have influence if they control the resources of academic 
organizations, access to the work places, as well as awarding of academic degrees and titles, etc. At 
the same time, professionalisation increases competition for limited resources (for the budget, grants, 
impact factor of universities and scientific community as a whole) between the associations. In the 
early 1980s, there was a tendency to weaken professional attributes in modern society. It was argued 
that academic professional associations, in general, lost their autonomy by reducing their claims to 
power and external pressure from the wider scientific community. In particular, the introduction and 
application of professional activity external quality standards is highlighted as an important factor in 
the translation/interpreting training process [3].

During sight translation performance the interpreters deal with fundamental and applied 
science. For this reason, future translators/interpreters should know that fundamental science is 
motivated by knowledge; it is searching for perspectives and works in proactive mode. There is the 
relevant slogan for it: knowledge for the sake of knowledge. While applied science is solving
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problems posed from the outside, where customers (future translators) are interested in the 
professional knowledge implementation technology, rather than knowledge of the world as it is [1]. 
The difference between the features of fundamental and applied research can be transmitted through 
different dimensions: global and local; universal and situational; self-determined (internal logic of 
scientific development) and externally determined (social mandate, influence of the socio-cultural 
context and challenges of the current situations).

In 1972 in Paris, the transdisciplinary approach was introduced together with a first 
classification of knowledge interaction models at a conference on educational issues. The term 
"transdisciplinarity" firstly appeared in the context of educational issues discussion within the 
framework of international focus groups. Meanwhile there was already a term "interdisciplinary", 
which was considered in conjunction with research programs at universities. J. Piaget foresaw the 
formation of a new transdisciplinary stage, which is not limited by interaction or mutual exchange of 
knowledge between researchers; instead it determines the location of these connections in a general 
system without stable disciplines frameworks [7].

According to the methodological interpretation given in [8], transdisciplinarity is associated 
with the integrity of knowledge and the need to expand the framework of the knowledge integration 
paradigm. One of the prerequisites for the formation of the transdisciplinary approach was the 
emergence of science beyond the frameworks of academic institutions, when production, scientific 
technology and the knowledge development are carried out in the format of a new model. While 
creating a pedagogical system for future translators/interpreters training in the framework of the 
transdisciplinary approach, it is necessary to take into account the predictions about future professional 
activity usage. It affects both the design process of the system itself and the identification of possible 
implications of the obtained knowledge and, as a result, the promising trends in further development [5].

The transdisciplinary approach in modern science encompasses various forms related to the 
conducting of inter-canonical (borderline) and complex (different types) studies, as well as formation 
of a corresponding type of scientific theories and scientific fields of knowledge. All they possess 
specific significance for the development of scientific knowledge.

These forms are not equal, because there is subordination between them. First, 
transdisciplinary studies of certain types exist in their pure form. As a rule they are at the preliminary 
stage of the transdisciplinary approach application, preparing the basis for the higher stage of its 
(approach) application associated with the formation and further development of the corresponding 
scientific theory or even the scientific branch. Secondly, conducting research and formation of 
scientific theories and scientific branches of two or more canonical sciences is a substantially more 
basic form of the transdisciplinary approach implementation than conducting complex studies and 
forming complex theories and sciences. The first form of the transdisciplinary approach is aimed at the 
canonical classification of sciences associated with the replenishment of gaps in it at the junction (in 
the narrow sense) of various sciences, just as the introduction of an irrational number is a 
"replenishment of gaps" in the set of rational numbers. At the same time, the transdisciplinary 
approach (in its complex form) goes beyond the canonical classification of sciences. It is aimed at the 
formation of a substantially new synthesis of scientific problems, which gives rise to a new, peculiar 
classification of complex sciences. However, it should be noted that there is interaction between the 
above forms of the transdisciplinary approach. It generates a synergistic connection between them in 
the development of modern science and gives grounds to the application of the transdisciplinary 
approach in general.

Research results. The transdisciplinary nature of future translators/interpreters professional 
competence formation in bilateral sight translation in scientific and technical domains enables future 
translators to acquire the subject knowledge and knowledge of terminology in the field of computer 
technologies and nanotechnologies necessary for them at all stages of the sight translation 
implementation in the scientific and technical domains.

The problem of transdisciplinarity is interpreted differently in the scientific and 
methodological works of different authors. However, they all associate it with the concepts of 
"complexity", "integration", "interaction", "interdisciplinary relations," "synthesis."

The transdisciplinary nature solves three types of problems in the formation of 
translators/interpreters' professional competence: 1) methodological (the formation of the research 
object in various subject projections); 2) organizational (activation of communication between 
representatives of different sciences); 3) informative (implementation of the results of interdisciplinary 
research into practice, as well as expert analysis of scientific results in the disciplinary knowledge 
system) [3; 5; 6].

The application of the transdisciplinary approach in the process of the pedagogical system 
creation for future translators/interpreters' professional training and the implementation of bilateral
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sight translation in scientific and technical domains generates new phenomena, such as "Triple Helix": 
bilateral sight translation -  the scientific and technical domains -  pedagogical conditions. In the 
sociology and philosophy of science, these phenomena are described with the help of theoretical 
models such as "post-academic models" [2; 3], "post-neoclassical models" [5], "models of a society of 
knowledge" [6], etc. It is believed that the application of the transdisciplinary approach principles 
reinventing the connections between the scientific and technical domains and the professional 
experience of translators/interpreters, namely, their professional activities outside the scientific and 
technical domains. Somewhere these connections get weaker as a result of mathematization of 
studying methods of the "living experience" of a person. The philosophical connotation of the term 
"life experience" describing difference between the scientific and technical world and cultural, 
linguistic, and pedagogical world, which includes the scientific and technical component [2].

The appeal to the basis of the transdisciplinary approach during the translation/interpreting 
professional training in the scientific and technical domains is logical, as far as the cognitive activity 
of future translators goes beyond the scope of translation and is combined with modern advances in 
science and technology. From the scientific point of view a transdisciplinary approach is not only a 
joint study of problems in various fields of science. The first element of the transdisciplinary approach 
characterization is the joint study of the problems of the various, sometimes remote, branches of 
science, which are characterized by quite different forms and means of the research and put forward 
various requirements for scientific research. But at the same time, this characteristic is not a sufficient 
condition in this approach.

Speaking about the transdisciplinary approach in modern science, we mean a new synthesis of 
scientific problems in relation to their canonical classification, having objective-structural foundations 
or historical and scientific grounds. The former relates to the existence of particular structural 
relationships in the reality (subject to a broad view of the concept, which also includes abstract 
structures and potential existence) that is not taken into account in the canonical classification of 
sciences. At the same time as the other is the fulfillment of the conditions that in the historical process 
of the development of philosophical knowledge in fundamental canonical sciences (in the main 
scientific fields, which are manifested in the canonical classification of sciences) have reached a 
sufficiently high degree of development, characterized by the design of clear boundaries between them 
and branched differentiation within each of them.

The application of the transdisciplinary approach is considered as a way of problem-solving in 
the advance of professional, communicative and intercultural level of professional competency. At the 
present stage of the education and science development, the problem of general scientific methodology 
becomes especially urgent, where, the processes of scientific knowledge integration becomes 
important as well as knowledge differentiation into the branches [5; 7].

To solve the epistemological problem of sight translators training is important to coordinate 
issues on different components and levels of comprehension [6]. Within the sight translators training 
framework in scientific and technical domains we identify the following levels of coordination: target 
(theoretical), content (methodological), and evaluative. At the first level using logic we get the answer 
to the question "What?" (What is the purpose? what are the foundations and approaches? etc.). At the 
second level -  we answer the question "How?" (Which principles? Which factors of content selection? 
etc.). At the third level, the question "What do we choose?" (Which pedagogical conditions, 
interactive technologies we should use? etc.). At the value level the question "What to form?" is 
answered (What are the components of the translator/interpreter professional competence ? What are 
criteria for their evaluation? What are expected results? etc.) (Table 1).

Table 1. Coordination of components and levels of comprehension in the transdisciplinary 
approach during the future translators/interpreters training

Approach Transdisciplinary approach
Levels of coordination Levels of comprehension Professional training for future translators

Target (theoretical) Logical level of purpose, Aim, foundations and approaches

Content (methodological) Quality level Principles and factors of content selection

Normative level
Pedagogical conditions and interactive 
technologies

Evaluative Value level
Components of the translator/interpreter 
professional competence, the criteria for 
their evaluation and the expected results
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Conclusions. Consequently, the transdisciplinary approach is considered as the higher form of 
the integrative tendency in science. It is associated with the implementation of different tendencies and 
is aimed at scientific differentiation -  the emergence of complex sciences that combine problems from 
various canonical sciences. Applying of the transdisciplinary approach to the formation of 
translators/interpreters' professional competence creates new opportunities for the professional training 
of translators/interpreters who performing the sight translation in the scientific and technical domain.
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